Helium Ion Beam Lithography on Fullerene Molecular Resists for Sub-10 nm Patterning
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Abstract:

Helium ion beam lithography (HIBL) is an emerging technique that uses a sub-nanometre focused beam of helium ions generated in the helium ion microscope to expose resist. It benefits from high resolution, high sensitivity and a low proximity effect. Here we present an investigation into HIBL on a novel, negative tone fullerene-derivative molecular resist. Analysis of large area exposures reveals a sensitivity of ~40 µC/cm² with a 30 keV helium beam which is almost three orders of magnitude higher than the sensitivity of this resist to a 30 keV electron beam. Sparse line features with line widths of 7.3 nm are achieved on the ~10 nm thick resist. The fabrication of 8.5 half-pitched lines with good feature separation and 6 nm half-pitched lines with inferior but still resolvable separation is also shown in this study. Thus, sub-10 nm patterning with small proximity effect is demonstrated using HIBL using standard processing conditions, establishing its potential as an alternative to EBL for rapid prototyping of beyond CMOS devices.

1. Introduction

For the last four decades, the minimum feature size for microelectronic fabrication has continued to decrease, keeping pace with Moore’s law. As the semiconductor industry enters the sub-10 nm regime, the realisation of prototype “beyond Moore” and “beyond CMOS” devices relies on the development of higher resolution patterned techniques. Electron beam lithography (EBL), a long developed mainstream approach in the industry and research, enables fabrication of sub-10 nm pitched lines [1]. However, due to a strong proximity effect, caused by backscattered electrons and the subsequent secondary electrons, higher resolution and denser patterning is severely limited. Helium ion beam lithography (HIBL) is an emerging technique that uses a sub-nanometre focused beam of helium ions generated in the helium ion microscope (HIM) [2] to expose resist. It shows high resolution, high sensitivity and reduced proximity effect compared to EBL. Reported state-of-the-art HIBL results demonstrate breakthroughs into the sub-10 nm regime with performance comparable to the best EBL achievements but with 1-2 orders of magnitude higher sensitivity [1, 3-4]. Previous HIBL investigations have involved the use of well-established EBL resists such as PMMA and HSQ [3-4]. The demonstrated lithographic resolution of HIBL is not yet comparable to its sub-nm probe size and it is believed to be limited by the composition of the resist and subsequent development process. Recent developments in novel molecular resists, such as molecular glasses [5-6] and fullerene derivatives [7] have attracted great interest in the EBL community due to their small molecular size and therefore high resolution patterning potential. In this study, the use of a fullerene derivative resist in HIBL is investigated with the aim of bringing pattern resolutions closer to the fundamental limit of the HIM sub-nanometre probe size.
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Figure 1 (a) Molecular diagram of generic fullerene resists. R represents the attached side chains to the C_{60} molecule; (b) Schematic showing the comparison between patterns formed from a high molecular weight resist and those from a low molecular weight resist after development.

The photopolymerisation of fullerene C_{60} was first demonstrated by Rao et al. and its behaviour as an electron beam resist was described by Tada et al. [8-9]. More recent work has described the development of a new class of negative tone fullerene-based molecular resists [10]. The exposure mechanism for fullerene derivatives is thought to involve fragmentation of the fullerene cage when exposed to the high energy charged particles and the subsequent cross-linking of the remaining material fragments to form an insoluble deposit. With a small molecular size, down to ~0.7 nm, and a molecular weight of ~1000 Mw (C_{60} plus the side chains), fullerene resists offer great potential to improve lithographic resolution with a
reduced line edge roughness (LER) (see Figure 1). Furthermore, non-chemically amplified fullerene derivative resists exhibit high etch durability due to their high carbon content; double that of SAL601 (a high durability commercial resist) and almost eight times than that of silicon in plasma etching[11]. This increased material selectivity is desirable for subsequent pattern transfer in the sub-10 nm regime. Fullerene derivatives therefore show promise as a feasible resist candidate for next generation lithography (NGL).

The highest resolutions achieved on chemically amplified fullerene resists using electron beam lithography (EBL) are isolated features with a line width of 13.6 nm as well as 20 nm lines on a 15 nm half-pitch [12-13], at a sensitivity of <50 μC/cm². Higher resolutions have been demonstrated in non-chemically amplified fullerene resists. However, these have relatively low sensitivity in EBL (from 200-20,000 μC/cm²; one to three orders of magnitude less than required for commercial resists), which limits their application [10, 14]. In this paper, a study into HIBL with a fullerene-derivative molecular resist is presented, with a focus on resist sensitivity and high resolution, high density patterning.

2. Experimental

A methanofullerene derivative of C60 dissolved in anisole (HM-01, Irresistible Materials Ltd.) which has not previously been reported as a lithographic material was evaluated. It was examined specifically for the HIBL project on the basis of its size, film formation and solubility properties. The resist was spin-coated onto HF cleaned silicon wafers to a thickness of approximately 10 nm with a spin speed of 4000 rpm. Following a pre-exposure bake on a hotplate at 70 °C for 5 minutes, the samples were exposed in a HIM (Orion™ Plus, Carl Zeiss) to a 30 keV focused helium ion beam at a working distance of 7 mm. Helium pressure was maintained at 5x10⁻⁶ Torr during the exposure and a 10 μm beam limiting aperture was selected. A beam current of 5 pA was used to expose the large areas efficiently in the resist sensitivity evaluation, using a single-pass, centre to edge writing strategy. For the high resolution patterning, a small beam current of 0.5 pA was applied to achieve optimal beam spot size and the beam followed single-pass lines. The exposed samples were then developed in cyclohexanone for 20 seconds and rinsed in isopropyl alcohol (IPA) for 10 seconds to produce various negative tone patterns, followed by being blow-dried in nitrogen. For a direct comparison of resist sensitivities in HIBL and EBL, the HM-01 samples were also exposed in the Gemini FEG-SEM (NVision 40 FIB SEM) to a 30 keV focused electron beam generated from a Schottky source at a working distance of 10 mm. A current of 5.8 nA was used during the exposure with a beam limiting aperture of 120 μm. The sample preparation and the subsequent development process were identical to that in the HIBL processes. Patterned samples were characterised using both atomic force microscopy (AFM, Multimode™ V, Veeco) and HIM. The imaging conditions for HIM are a beam energy of 30 keV, beam current of 0.5 pA with a working distance of 7 mm. An intermittent-contact (tapping) mode in AFM with a scanning frequency of 0.723 Hz was used to obtain the surface depth information.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1 Evaluation of Resist Sensitivity

An array of 5 μm × 10 μm areas was exposed in HIM with doses ranging from 0 to 288 μC/cm². The residual film thickness after development was measured using AFM. Figure 2 (a) shows an optical micrograph and (b) shows an AFM image of five of the exposed areas. The first dose area appears shallower with a lower contrast compared to the other four. The line profile obtained from the AFM (Figure 2 (c)) confirms a thinner resist remaining for the first area due to underexposure, whilst thicker resist layers remain for other areas that were fully exposed. The dose response curve for HM-01 was determined (see Figure 2 (d)) by plotting the normalized resist thickness against the logarithm of dose, showing that HM-01 exhibits negative tone behaviour with a sensitivity (50% of full exposed thickness) of ~40 μC/cm². An identical procedure was followed on the HM-01 sample exposed in EBL at 30 keV but with a dose range of 0 – 205,000 μC/cm². The dose response curve is plotted in Figure 2 (d) for comparison. In EBL, the sensitivity of the HM-01 fullerene derivative resist is 20000 μC/cm². Hence, there is a 500 times improvement in sensitivity in HIBL.

![Figure 2](image_url) Figure 2. (a) Optical micrograph, (b) AFM image and (c) Line profile (values plotted were averaged from a 20-pixel range) of the same dose test areas on the ~10 nm fullerene derivative resist (HM-01) patterned using HIBL after development. The applied doses are 37.9, 56.5, 85.0, 128.0 and 192.0 μC/cm² from left to right; (d) Comparison of the dose response curves for HM-01 in HIBL and EBL. The sensitivities are measured to be 40 μC/cm² and 20 μC/cm², respectively, revealing a 500 times sensitivity improvement in HIBL.
for this resist, which results in a significantly reduced required current and exposure time, and an improved efficiency. Furthermore, the areal dose used in HIBL can be converted to an ion density of $2.5 \times 10^{14}$ ions/cm$^2$, which is considered sufficiently low to limit physical damage by ion implantation to the underlying substrate in these regions [15]. This means that HIBL patterning would cause little sub-surface modification, such as bubble formation and swelling, which can limit the highest achievable resolution and prevent subsequent pattern transfer.

3.2 High Resolution Sparse Feature Patterning

To find the minimum linewidth (critical dimension) achievable, arrays of 1.5 μm long, single-pixel sparsely-spaced lines were exposed with line doses ranging from 0.005 to 0.1 nC/cm. Figure 3 shows HIM images of 40 nm pitched sparse lines on ~10 nm thick HM-01 after the development process. The lines are well defined, with high contrast between the patterned resist and the substrate. The linewidths were measured at various locations by the SE contrast from the HIM images with 20-pixel line averaging and the averaged value taken as the critical dimension. The critical dimensions for the single pixel lines vary from 7.3 to 8.3 nm with different doses. There is discontinuity in line features exposed to 0.045 and 0.06 nC/cm suggesting under-exposure has occurred. Measurements further reveal that some parts of the lines in Figure 3 (b) are significantly wider, at around 9 nm, which is close to the thickness of the resist layer. This suggests that very thin lines were fabricated by the low dose, however some of these lines collapsed onto the substrate during the subsequent development process due to the high aspect ratio. This results in a greater value of critical dimension in the underexposed pattern compared to that exposed by an optimal dose. The lines with a dose of 0.09 nC/cm appear thicker due to over-exposure. The optimal line dose was identified to be 0.075 nC/cm, where the smallest critical dimension was achieved.

![Figure 3. HIM images showing the single pixel sparsely-spaced line patterns exposed on ~10 nm thick HM-01 resist (line doses are (a) 0.045, (b) 0.06, (c) 0.075 and (d) 0.09 nC/cm). Scale bar: 50 nm.](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Line Dose (nC/cm)</th>
<th>0.045</th>
<th>0.06</th>
<th>0.075</th>
<th>0.09</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CD (nm)</td>
<td>6.77 ± 1.73</td>
<td>7.68 ± 2.2</td>
<td>7.3 ± 1.3</td>
<td>8.3 ± 1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LER (nm)</td>
<td>4.82 ± 0.22</td>
<td>3.66 ± 0.12</td>
<td>2.95 ± 0.06</td>
<td>2.65 ± 0.08</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Critical dimensions (CD) measured by the SE contrast and the line edge roughness (LER) values extracted for line doses of 0.045, 0.06, 0.075 and 0.09 nC/cm in Figure 3.

To understand the relationship between the line dose and the line edge roughness (LER) in the fabricated line features, the SuMMIT software package (EUV Technology Corp.) was used to extract LER values as shown in Table 1. The results are heavily dependent on the imaging processing methods, hence are not absolute values, but they provide an indication of trend within this study. The greater values of LER in the underexposed patterns were due to the discontinuity in lines. This effect weakens as the dose level rises, hence producing lower LER values. Overall, results show a decrease in resolution when the dose is not optimum, LER decreases when the dose is increased and a low LER was achieved with the optimal dose.

3.3 High Resolution Dense Feature Patterning

To determine the highest pattern density of HIBL on HM-01, arrays of densely-packed single-pixel lines with pitches ranging from 30 nm down to 10 nm were exposed over a range of doses from 0.005 to 0.1 nC/cm. Examples of HIM secondary electron images of the resulting patterns are presented in Figure 4. Figure 4 (a)-(c) show the effect of decreasing the pitch at a fixed line dose of 0.075 nC/cm. The three pitches are 30, 22 and 14.5 nm respectively. The results show that the linewidths of all three pitches remain consistent to that of the sparse line features which is ~7.3 nm, indicating a very small proximity effect in HIBL. Figure 4 (d)-(e) show the effect of increasing the line dose at a fixed pitch of 14.5 nm; the three doses are 0.045, 0.075 and 0.09 nC/cm. The measured critical dimensions are ~6.8, ~7.3 and ~8.3 nm respectively, which match to those in the sparse line features (Figure 3). The correlation of the dose level and the resulting linewidths is also consistent between the dense and sparse features which has further demonstrated the small proximity effect in HIBL patterning at high density. The best results to date are the continuous and well-defined lines with a pitch of 17 nm and a 0.5 mark-space ratio (line width of ~ 8.5 nm) as shown in the HIM image and corresponding contrast line profile in Figure 5. This is comparable to the best achievable with state-of-the-art EBL, despite being carried out using a tool not optimized for lithography with standard processing conditions. Figure 6 shows resolvable but broken densely-packed lines with a pitch of 12 nm and a 0.5 line-space ratio (line width of ~ 6 nm). The discrete charges of the helium ion beam current lead to shot noise which exhibits as a spatial random fluctuation of the helium ion dose received by the resist. Shot noise of the incident beam is considered to affect the critical dimension uniformity and line edge roughness and is a fundamental limit to lithography. In Figure 6, the applied
Figure 4. (a)-(c) HIM images show the effect of decreasing the pitch at a fixed line dose of 0.075 nC/cm (pitch are (a) 30, (b) 22 and (c) 14.5 nm); (d) – (f) HIM images show the effect of increasing the line dose at a fixed 14.5 nm pitch (line doses are (d) 0.045, (e) 0.075 and (f) 0.09 nC/cm).

A line dose of 0.04 nC/cm is equivalent to 25 ions/nm, giving a signal-to-noise ratio of 5:1. The subsequent shot noise manifests itself in line discontinuity caused by shot noise dependent missing pixels. The way in which line dose determines this effect is clear in Figure 4 (d)–(f) showing fewer missing pixels and more well-defined lines with increasing dose. This is entirely due to the decrease in shot noise with increasing dose. It can be mitigated by adjusting the scan strategy to reduce pixel to pixel spacing or by partial overlap of adjacent pixels. As the features in Figure 6 approach an aspect ratio of 2:1 it is likely that pattern collapse on development is occurring, hence for pitches below 18 nm a thinner resist film should be explored. Further improvements could include using a smoother silicon substrate, applying point-of-use resist nanofiltration (with less than 5 nm pore sizes), varying post exposure bake parameters and developer/development recipe optimisation, with the aim of further improving fidelity of features in the sub 10 nm regime.

Figure 6. Left: HIM image of dense single pixel features exposed at 0.04 nC/cm on ~10 nm HM-01 resist. Right: SE contrast measurement reveals that 12 nm pitch and 6 nm line width were achieved in the resolvable but broken lines.

4. Conclusion

In summary, a negative tone behaviour with a sensitivity of ~40 µC/cm², almost three orders of magnitude more sensitive than that in EBL, was demonstrated in the molecular fullerene derivative resist HM-01 using helium ion beam lithography. To the best of our knowledge, we have demonstrated the best resolution data in a fullerene derivative molecular resist to date using HIBL with standard processing conditions, achieving sub-10 nm patterning with high density and low proximity effect. Further process optimization and pattern transfer development are currently underway with the aim of providing a full assessment of the capabilities and limitations of HIBL in combination with molecular resists as a promising rapid prototyping technique for “beyond Moore” and “beyond CMOS” devices.
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